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Chapter 5
The Europeanization of the Roma and
Neo liberal Governmentality after 1989

INTRODUCTION

Lacking a territory or government of their own … the Roma today are in many ways
Europe’s quintessential minority. (Goldston 2002: 147)

In the aftermath of the fall of communism in Central and Eastern Europe, we have been
able to notice the emergence of a profoundly new way to problematize Gypsy or Romani
groups: as a European minority. In the second part of this study, I analyzed how, in the
eighteenth century, for the first time in Europe’s history Gypsy or Romani groups were
explicitly problematized in minority terms. I showed that this problematization emerged
alongside new forms of governmentality and knowledge formation. In the present, third
part of this study, I will argue that the current Roma problematization as a European
minority has gone together with the emergence of new kinds of governmentality and
with new modes and sites of knowledge formation. I will analyze the complex nexus of
these three phenomena and their relations to the will to change the situation of Europe’s
Roma. In chapters 7 and 8, I will focus on the link between this threefold nexus and the
emergence of a heterogeneous, Europe wide Romani social and civil movement. The
present chapter has three aims. First, it clarifies how we are to understand the European
ization of Romani minority representation. Second, this chapter elucidates why and how
we can understand the newly emerged forms of governmentality as neo liberal. Third,
this chapter delineates how the Roma have emerged at Europe’s institutional horizon
and have become the target of a huge variety of development programs.

In this chapter, I will explain that the newly emerged forms of governmentality can be
regarded as neo liberal. I understand neo liberalism primarily as a constructivist project
that aims at extending market relationships and enterprise models to the entire social
domain, including that of the state, civil society, and the self. My analysis of neo liberal
ism as a specific form of governmentality differs from two of the most prevailing inter
pretations of neo liberalism. First, it differs from those who interpret neo liberalism as a
set of policies that aim at the ‘rolling back’ of the state from traditional areas of inter
vention through measures of deregulation, privatization, and ‘marketization.’ Those who
view neo liberalism as a policy framework usually consider neo liberalism as an impera
tive of representatives of the New Right. They would have effectively mobilized their
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political ideas of laissez faire, a reduced, minimal government, and freedom of choice to
transform societies, develop new ways and instruments of capital accumulation, and, by
so doing, reinforce their own power position (eg, Harvey 2005). This view of neo liberal
ism often relates the emergence of a ‘neo liberal world order’ to the ideas of neo classical
schools of economics, represented by theoreticians such as Friedrich von Hayek, Milton
Friedman, Theodore Schultz, and Gary Becker. This view of neo liberalism identifies it
with the names of those world leaders who are considered as responsible for the ‘neo
liberal turn’ (Thatcher, Reagan, etc.) as well as with the names of related reform move
ments and key economic institutions, such as the Washington and post Washington
Consensus, and the World Bank and the IMF (Fine 2001).

My analysis of neo liberalism as a form of governmentality also differs from those
who understand neo liberalism as an ideology. Proponents of this view usually consider
neo liberalism not simply as a set of ideas of the New Right, brought successfully into
practice and imposed on ‘the powerless’ to maintain or augment the class positions of
‘the powerful.’ Rather, these proponents conceive of neo liberalism as a set of discourses
and practices that are disseminated through the entire social body to produce and
reproduce subject positions that are supportive of the extension of market relationships
to various social domains. Neo liberalism as ideology, thus, does not dismiss the attrac
tiveness of neo liberal ideas and practices for, for instance, working and middle classes.
Rather, this view of neo liberalism tries to explain it in terms of processes through which
individual and group identities are transformed in such a way that people (tend to) con
sent with the neo liberal ideology. Gramscian ideas of hegemony might also be included
into this view of neo liberalism to explain that complex processes of struggle and contes
tation are involved in the ways in which the new, neo liberal ideology has now been
consolidated in various parts of the world, if not globally (eg, Hall 1988).

My emphasis on neo liberalism as a constructivist project and on the significance of a
topological reading of power relations (chapter 1) has two important implications for an
analysis of neo liberalism. Firstly, the view of neo liberalism as governmentality calls
into question the way in which the other two interpretations consider neo liberalism as
something that has been devolved downward and outward from the ‘neo liberal heart
lands’ (the US, the UK) or from global IGOs (the EU, the World Bank, the IMF, etc.) to
other places in the world or to specific regions in the global south or Central and Eastern
Europe (Larner 2003; Castree 2006). Neo liberalism as policy framework or ideology
does not adequately address the uneven ways in which neo liberalism has been articu
lated around the globe. These two views tend to overlook how processes of neoliberal
ization are always cross fertilized and assembled with other than neo liberal relations,
cultures, instruments, and discourses (Ong 2006; Li 2007a). Furthermore, other actors in
diverse parts around the globe, including Central and Eastern Europe, have developed
their own neo liberal projects vis à vis their economies, bureaucracies, and populations
(Stenning et al 2010). Thus, views that put neo liberalism down to Western powers and
influential IGOs or INGOs too easily assume a division between active, initiating West
ern authors of neo liberal discourses, doctrines, or policies, and passive, non Western re
cipients, who would merely reproduce or imitate what has been developed elsewhere
(Bockman and Eyal 2002). I will show that a consideration of neo liberalism as govern
mentality helps to shed light on such uneven and ‘indigenous’ articulations over space
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and on transformations in governance that the views as policy framework or ideology
tend to fail to notice. While, in this chapter, I will discuss how we can theoretically
understand neo liberalism as governmentality, in the chapters 6 and 7 I will focus on
how neo liberalism’s unevenness and indigenousness look like when we confront my
alternative reading with the present day situation of the Roma in Central and Eastern
Europe.

In this chapter, I mobilize the interpretation of neo liberalism as governmentality to
shed another light on the emergence of Europe wide programs aimed at developing the
situation of Romani minorities. Usually, the will to develop the Roma’s situation is ex
plained in terms of how, since the fall of communism, they have become a human rights
and a security issue. The Roma’s rights have been violated and they have been discrimi
nated. Hence, as the argument usually goes, since the early 1990s they have become a
human and minority rights issue. The Roma have also become the ‘greatest losers’ of the
transition. They have massively become unemployed. They have been displaced and
forced to look for other means of support at home or elsewhere. Hence, they have
become a social, human, or public security issue. Indeed, as the argument goes, after the
fall of communism many Roma have started to live on state benefits. Some have entered
a situation of frequent or even constant starvation and have, therefore, become the target
of bio political programs focusing on guaranteeing human security. Yet others—such as
those who have migrated or asked for asylum elsewhere—have (increasingly) become a
central topic of public order in the political debate about post 1989 migration. Starting
from such analyses, the will to turning the tide for Europe’s Roma is explained in terms
of the aim to improve their rights position, to reduce their reliance on systems of social
security, to combat their poverty, to improve their self sustainability, and to avoid that
they need to travel elsewhere to look for a better life. This is all true and I confirm that
these transformations have taken place in post 1989 Europe, as well as that the Roma
have become human rights and security issues.

What my view of Europe in terms of shifting and intersecting governmentalities helps
to explain, though, is that the ‘human rights’ and ‘security’ dimensions of the current ap
proaches have also changed as a result of newly emerged tools, discourses, and patterns
of European governance. In this chapter, I will map how the emergence of neo liberal
forms of governmentality has gone together with significant configurations of European
governance. I will focus on the question of how the changes within the structures,
approaches, and practices of governance of influential IGOs and NGOs did allow them
to incorporate ‘the Roma’ in their policies, mandates, and visions in the way they did. I
will suggest that the recently emerged policy approaches of these organizations—from
social inclusion and good governance to human security and human development—can
be seen in light of emergent neo liberal governmental technologies. This does not imply
that these policies or the governance agendas in which they are incorporated are fully
‘neo liberal,’ but that they have influentially been assembled with neo liberal technolo
gies of governing and resulted into another view of issues of security, development, and
human rights.
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PROBLEMATIZING THE ROMA AS A EUROPEANMINORITY

In the early 1990s, shortly after the fall of the Berlin Wall, the Council of Europe was one
of the first institutions that started to discuss the Roma in terms of a European minority.
In a policy document on the supposed ‘Europeanness’ of the Roma, the Council claims:

A special place among the minorities [of Europe] is reserved for the Gypsies. Living
scattered all over Europe, not having a country to call their own, they are a true Euro
pean minority, but one that does not fit into the definitions of national or linguistic
minorities. As a non territorial minority, the Gypsies greatly contribute to the cultural
diversity of Europe. In different parts of Europe they contribute in different ways, be
it by language and music or by their trades and crafts. With central and east European
countries now member states [of the Council of Europe], the number of Gypsies living
in the area of the Council of Europe has increased drastically. (CoE 1993: §2 4 cited
Danbakli 2001: 146)

The Council of Europe included Gypsy or Roma related issues in its policy agendas
much earlier than 1993. The Council’s first discussions of the situation of ‘nomads,’
‘populations of nomadic origin,’ and ‘Gypsies and other travelers in Europe’ goes back
to the late 1960s (CoE 1969; 1975; 1981). The first proposals to recognize the Roma as an
ethnic minority group in Europe also date from before the fall of communism (CoE
1983). Yet, discussing them explicitly in terms of a European minority and developing
large scale European programs and monitor mechanisms to deal with Romani minorities
happened for the first time in the early 1990s. Similarly, the Roma’s representation as a
European minority has increasingly appeared in the discourses of EU institutions and
the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). In 1996, for instance,
the European Commission called a roundtable meeting under the title “the Roma: a truly
European people” (EC 1996a). In 1993, the EU declared that the protection of minority
cultures and respect for their rights was one of the accession criteria that countries
needed to meet if they wanted to join the Union. Since the publication of its first reports
on progress towards EU accession in 1998, the European Commission has explicitly
discussed and monitored the protection of minorities, and of the Romani in particular, in
EU candidate member states in Eastern and Central Europe. In addition, since 2005, the
European Parliament has explicitly called on the European Commission and the EU
member states to consider recognizing the Roma as a European minority (EP 2005b;
2006; 2008; see also EC 2008c; EC 2010b).

In the early 1990s, both the Council of Europe and the OSCE (then still the CSCE)
published overview reports on the situation of the Roma in Europe (van der Stoel 1993;
2000; Verspaget 1995) and developed special bodies within their institutions to deal with
Romani issues. The OSCE, for instance, established the Contact Point for Roma and Sinti
Issues (CPRSI) within its Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR)
in 1994. The OSCE also created the position of Adviser on Roma and Sinti Issues and
adopted the so called Action Plan on Improving the Situation of Roma and Sinti within
the OSCE Area (OSCE 2003; 2008). The Council of Europe appointed a Coordinator for
Roma Issues in 1994, established the Specialist Group on Roma, Gypsies and Travellers
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in 1995,1 and initiated the European Roma and Travellers Forum (ERTF) in 2004. Since
the beginning of the new millennium, the Roma in Europe have also come under the
attention of other IGOs, the World Bank and the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) in particular.2

The discussion of the Roma in terms of a European minority has not been limited to
the domain of IGOs. To various degrees, diverse NGOs, such as the Open Society Insti
tute, the European Roma Rights Centre, Minority Rights Group International, Human
Rights Watch, Amnesty International, and the European Centre for Minority Issues have
also contributed to this tendency. These NGOs have also formed alliances with Romani
associations, such as the European Roma Information Office (ERIO) and the European
Roma Grassroots Organizations network (ERGO). More recently, they have jointly
mobilized themselves in the context of transnational activist and advocacy networks,
most notably the EU Roma Policy Coalition.3 This coalition, for instance, has called for
the development of a coherent EU Roma policy within EU institutions and continued to
lobby at the European institutional level to achieve this aim. Their attempts could be
considered as yet another example of how agencies have increasingly discussed the
Roma in the European context.

Last but not least, we have been able to notice similar trends to discuss the Roma in
terms of a European minority in the media and academia. The number of newspaper
articles, different kinds of documentaries, and web pages that have started to discuss the
Roma in the European context has increased exponentially. In the study of Romani
groups, we have also been able to notice a tendency to break with the state centric or
area studies focus that dominated until the late 1990s and, instead, discuss Roma related
issues in the context of their (contested) relationship to ‘Europe.’4

To cut a long story short, since the early 1990s international governing organizations,
alongside Romani groups in many countries, governmental and non governmental
organizations, scholars, and various media have increasingly represented the Roma as a
European minority. This is a unique case, as no other minority has recently become the
explicit target of such processes of Europeanization. At the same time, the Roma’s Euro
peanization marks a new phase in the history of their representation.5 Indeed, during the
Enlightenment, nineteenth and early twentieth century processes of nation state forma
tion, and under Nazism and communism, the Roma and their cultures were often con

1 The specialist group was later renamed MS G ROM.
2 See, for instance, the numerous Roma related publications of the World Bank (World Bank 2000; 2002a;
2005b; 2005a; 2008; World Bank et al 2002) and UN agencies (UNDP 2002; 2003; 2005; 2006; 2007; UNDP and
Ernst&Young 2005; UNICEF 2007).
3 See ERPC (2008a; 2008b; 2008c). I will discuss the significance of the transnational Romani activist and
Roma advocacy networks in chapter 7.
4 See, for instance, Guy (2001a), Rooker (2002), Klímová Alexander (2005), Vermeersch (2006), O’Nions
(2007), Glajar and Radulescu (2008), Jacobs and Ries (2008), Sigona and Trehan (2009c), McGarry (2010), and
Stewart and Rövid (2010).
5 The Roma had gradually become an object of Cold War European policy formations. Yet, in that period
European institutions considered the challenge of ‘Roma related problems’ primarily a responsibility of
their member states and did not develop large scale supranational programs that specifically addressed the
Roma (Simhandl 2006).
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sidered as non European, alien, and barriers to ‘progress’ and ‘civilization’ in Europe
(chapters 3, 4). How are we to understand the current Europeanization?

Concepts and practices of Europeanization
There circulate many different understandings of Europeanization in the literature on
Europeanization.6 A dominant approach characterizes it as “how national political struc
tures, political actors, policy processes and policies are increasingly orientating, or are
being oriented, in a European direction” (Nugent 2003: 442). Similarly, Europeanization
has been conceptualized as comprising “a redirection of policies and/or practices and/or
preferences in the domestic arena towards those advanced by dominant EU level actors/
institutions” (Bache 2003: 2). According to this widely accepted conceptualization, Euro
peanization is primarily understood as the impact of supranational, European institu
tions—often equated with the EU—on national social, economic, political, and cultural
life and its consequent transformation.

However, as particularly political geographers have emphasized, this concept of
Europeanization tends to reify political or institutional scale (eg, EU vs. member states)
and to neglect the ways in which different ‘politics of scaling’ contribute to reinforcing or
diminishing the authority of the involved governing agencies. Here, politics of scaling
refers to various strategies and related instruments that are mobilized to attempt to
govern and address something at a particular (contested and contestable) level and to
produce and reproduce certain territories (regions, states, cities, communities) as govern
able spaces (Brenner 2001; Gualini 2006). Reflecting upon the trend to assume, on the one
hand, a political site where Europeanization has been produced (EU institutions) and, on
the other, domestic political sites that, as a result of Europeanization, have been radically
transformed, Clark and Jones put forward:

The EU’s depiction as the sui generis originator of Europeanization tends to overlook
the centrality of territorial sites of authority and power (that is, nation state sove
reignties) in the Union’s establishment … Europeanization does not just take place,
but also originateswithin member states. (Clark and Jones 2009: 195)

An example from the Czech Republic concerning the Europeanization of Roma
representation substantiates Clark and Jones’s argument. In the late 1990s, the Czech
Ministry of Foreign Affairs financed a conference organized by the Czech Institute for
International Relations under the title ‘The Roma Community and Multi Ethnicity in the
Countries of Central Europe—A European Problem?’ (see Vermeersch 2003: 894 95) In
his contribution to the conference, Martin Palouš, the then Czech deputy minister of
foreign affairs, put forward:

As the title of the conference reveals, it [the Roma issue] is an all European problem
… We must always bear in mind that the successful solution of our domestic

6 See, for instance, Risse Kappen et al (2001), Olsen (2002), Featherstone and Radaelli (2003), Schimmelfennig
and Sedelmeier (2005), and Graziano and Vink (2006).
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difficulties as regards the integration of the Romani ethnic group will to a large extent
be inseparable from these broader links. (Palouš 1998: 11 12)

According to Palouš, it is particularly the European character of the Roma’s identity that
necessitates addressing the ‘Roma problem’ primarily at the European level and in the
European context:

If the Roma are the most European nation, then the reason could well be that they
hold up a kind of specific mirror to Europe in which Europe can see itself, and where
they can expect from European institutions a little bit more than other European
nations which have their own European states and enter the process of European inte
gration precisely in the light of their experience. (Palouš 1998: 16)

A few years later, the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs explicitly mobilized the concept
of Europeanization to challenge recurrent accusations at the address of the Czech
Republic regarding racism against its national Romani minority and to shift the primary
responsibility to improve their situation to international and European agencies:

[The first aim of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs should be the] promotion of the
concept of the Europeanization of the Romani problematic on all levels of Czech foreign
policy. We understand Europeanization here, as to grasp the Romani issue as an affair
which concerns every European state where a Romani minority lives today. From this
follows also the will to seek a solution for the Romani issue at the international/
European level, and this includes a financial safeguard for such a solution. (GCR 2000:
15, English translation cited Vermeersch 2003: 895, my italics)

As this Czech case illustrates, Europeanization also takes place at the level of state
related institutions and has been mobilized to reinforce or renew state related strategies
to discuss, rescale, or even displace Roma related issues.7 Thus, approaches that concep
tualize Europeanization primarily in terms of the impact of the EU on domestic issues
structurally overlook the strategic capacity of state related agencies to develop and
articulate constructions of Europeanization supportive of their own aims. Moreover, the
Europeanization of Roma representation has not been reserved to EU and state related
institutions, but has been articulated at various sites and by diverse social agents to
achieve different overlapping, mutually strengthening, or even contradictory aims. Put
differently and more generally, we need to acknowledge the ‘situated ness’ of European
ization, recognize that it is an effect of practices located in place and time and, thus,

7 States are often involved in different politics of scaling at the same time. Whereas Czech governmental
officials, for instance, have called for the Europeanization of the Roma issue to transfer state responsibilities
to European authorities, they have also suggested that the EU is not allowed to interfere in what they
consider ‘their own internal affairs.’ The latter happened, for instance, when the EU criticized the 1993
Czech citizenship law and its negative effects on Czech Roma (Nedelsky 2003). It also happened when the
EU called on the Czech authorities to recognize more adequately the Roma Holocaust by removing a pig
farm situated on the site of a former Nazi concentration camp for the Roma (see chapter 8).
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avoid assuming “an underlying common process that [only] manifests itself differently
in different contexts” (Larner and Walters 2004: 506).

As the Czech example also illustrates, the Europeanization of Roma representation is
related to strategies to govern Roma related issues in specific ways and directions and,
thus, to the development of new discourses and techniques to govern the Roma and
rearticulate their identities. Developing and (re)assembling particular discursive and
technical instruments make the Roma governable and identifiable in certain ways.
Accordingly, I understand Europeanization as a form of governmentality. Approaching
Europeanization from this angle can clarify how ‘Europe’—as an emergent global region
with contested and contestable territorial, political, cultural, economic, and social
boundaries—has been made ‘real.’ This understanding of Europeanization helps to
illuminate how institutions such as the EU have been naturalized as authoritative centers
of global governance, where endeavors to guarantee the security and welfare of its
heterogeneous population are increasingly addressed at the European level.

When I discussed the state’s governmentalization, I explained that the state can be
understood neither as a universal or master category of political organization, nor as an
autonomous source or center of power (chapter 1). Rather, the historically variable ways
in which states have gradually been governmentalized show how they have been the
mobile effects of a variety of dispersed technologies of power, enacted by various kinds
of agencies. At the same time, it has been the state’s governmentalization that has contri
buted to its authorization as a crucial center of power. Seen from this angle, it has been
the state’s governmentalization that “has allowed the state to survive” (Foucault 2007b:
109) as such an authoritative center. Similarly, the focus on Europe from the angle of its
governmentalization de naturalizes ‘Europe’ as a pre existing category—a culture, a civi
lization, a geographical location, an economic region, a supranational institution—and
understands it as a historically and spatially specific artifact of representations, histories,
memories, and geographies. Policy makers, bureaucrats, academics, and activists have
all contributed to producing knowledge about Europe and its alleged populations. The
diverse discourses and tools that they have developed have turned ‘Europe’ into some
thing ‘real.’ The analysis of these processes helps to unravel the new forms of European
government that have recently emerged (see also Larner and Walters 2002; Walters and
Haahr 2005). Let me now turn to how such discourses and tools have recently been
developed with regard to the Roma.

New centers of expertise and knowledge formation
One of the most remarkable things of post 1989 involvements with the Roma is that
knowledge and expertise about them, their status, and their situation has increasingly
been produced at newly created bodies and within new and reshaped organizational
and institutional forms and structures. Reports on the situation of the Roma, for instance,
were also written before 1989 (Liégeois 1987), but both their number and the diversity of
agencies who produce such reports have rapidly increased since the mid 1990s. Human
rights organizations, NGOs, European institutions, international organizations, Romani
self organizations, private foundations, and state related bodies have all produced re
ports and other documents about the Roma’s situation. Some of these centers of expertise
and knowledge production are entirely new, such as the OSCE’s Contact Point for Roma
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and Sinti Issues (1994), the Council of Europe’s Specialist Group on Roma, Gypsies and
Travellers (1995), the European Roma and Travellers Forum (2004), the EURoma net
work (2007), and the European Platform for Roma Inclusion, launched by the European
Commission in 2009.8 Others, such as diverse kinds of Romani community and cultural
centers and, more generally, the entire Roma related NGO sector did only exist rudi
mentarily before 1989—if they did at all—and have mushroomed since then.

Consequently, we need to reflect upon what it means that the Roma have come to be a
concern of so many NGOs and IGOs. State related institutions—such as ministries, plan
ning offices, municipalities, universities, and police authorities—have continued to be
sites of Roma related knowledge and data production. Yet, this production has been
multiplied since the mid 1990s and significantly been extended into the direction of IGOs
and NGOs, including Romani self organizations and networks. These changes have
resulted in the radical increase of the number of actors who deal with the Roma. They
have also, and more importantly, resulted in new forms of knowledge and in the re
articulation of Romani identities (see also chapters 6, 7, 8). Indeed, information “is not
the outcome of a neutral recording function. It is itself a way of acting upon the real, a
way of devising techniques for inscription in such a way as to make the domain in ques
tion susceptible to evaluation, calculation, and intervention” (Miller and Rose 2008: 66).
Roma related issues—their health, education, housing, integration, segregation, discrimi
nation, rights, cultures, life expectancies, etc.—are increasingly discussed in a European
context. These debates are inherently related to how the Roma are targeted for, for in
stance, ‘social inclusion’ in EU policies, ‘human development’ in UN programs, ‘activ
ation’ policies in World Bank approaches, ‘grassroots empowerment’ in NGO projects,
and ‘community policing’ in OSCE policies.9

When, in the eighteenth century, statistics emerged as a scientific discipline—initially
as ‘the science of the state’—this appearance went together with the first modern, large
scale mapping of allegedly ‘non fitting’ Romani and Jewish minorities. The Habsburg
censuses on the Roma, for instance, were no passive, neutral forms of data collection, but
active contributions to new ways to approach the Roma, identify them, and make minor
ity self articulations as well as interventions in their lives possible at all (chapter 4). Akin
to how these information technologies and bodies of knowledge and expertise have
rendered minorities classifiable and manageable at state levels and contributed to the
state’s governmentalization, emergent transnational tools render the Roma manageable at
the transnational, European level and contribute to Europe’s governmentalization. Tools
such as the EU’s Euro barometers (EC 2008a) or the UNDP’s Roma human development

8 The European Commission emphasizes that this Platform is not a new body: “The Platform is … a process
and not a new body which could replace European Union or international decision making bodies …
Rationale of the Platform is to make the existing parallel policy processes at European and international
level more coherent” (EC 2010b: 5) and “to create synergies” (ibid 28). “The Platform is not only a place for
inter governmental and international cooperation, but regards civil society as a constitutive element” (ibid
28). At the same time, “the Platform is not a place for decision making, but it can help to identify the best
solutions for problems. It can, thus, prepare the ground that the decision making bodies at EU, national and
international levels make their choices” (ibid 29, my italics).
9 See, for instance, European Commission (2008c; 2010b), UNDP (2002), World Bank (2005a; 2008),
Schuringa and Spolu (2005), and OSCE (2006b; 2007b; 2010).
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indices (2002) are no non political, neutral tools to measure specific states of affairs, but
active contributions to the Roma’s Europeanization. The UNDP, for instance, has been
very clear about how it perceives the relationship between what it considers as assistance
to the Roma in Europe and the development of new data:

Developing policies to assist the Roma requires access to reliable data. But comparative
statistical information on the Roma in Central and Eastern Europe has been lacking.
Consequently, policymakers so far have relied primarily on qualitative rather than
quantitative information. In some cases, statistics were available for some countries,
but the data sets did not cover all countries in the region and were therefore not comparable
or standardized … This study seeks to provide national and international policy
makers, academics and representatives of civil society with accurate, reliable, and com
parative data, which are necessary to design and implement sound policy. (UNDP 2002: 1,
my italics)

In its long list of recommendations, this UNDP report concludes that “donors should
invest in extensive collection and development of comparable socioeconomic data sets in order to
avoid ungrounded interpretations and speculations on minority issues” (ibid 6, my italics).
My main issue here is not whether we should collect such data, but how—if the Roma
are targeted for these forms of knowledge production—such approaches are related to
questions of legitimacy, power, the de politicization or re politicization of delicate issues,
and the reshaping of Romani minority governance in Europe.10 Expertise is a form of
authority that emerges as a correlate of political authority and that arises out of a claim
to neutral, efficient, and effective knowledge (chapter 2). The accumulation of expertise
and knowledge in specific locales, “by certain persons and groups, makes them powerful
in the sense that it confers upon them the capacity to engage in certain calculations and
to lay a claim to legitimacy for their plans and strategies because they are, in a real sense,
in the know about that which they seek to govern” (Miller and Rose 2008: 66, their italics).
According to the UNDP’s more general approach to expertise, ‘the Roma’ can only be
dealt with adequately at local levels if we, first and foremost, problematize them as a
European issue and as subjects of what the UN frame as ‘human development’.11 The
UNDP presents its development instruments and mechanisms, such as transnationally
comparable data on the Roma and various kinds of risk analyses regarding them, as
neutral, non political, and technical tools. They could help various agents, from different
kinds of policy makers to academics and NGOs, to improve their Roma approaches and,
ultimately, the Roma’s situation on the ground.12

10 At the same time, I acknowledge the question of both the delicacy and importance of data collection on
Romani issues (PER 2000a; ERRC 2004e; OSI 2010).
11 The UN understands its ‘human development’ approach as a combination of human security and sustain
able development approaches (UNDP 1998; 2000).
12 The Open Society Institute (OSI), an international, Soros funded NGO that, together with the World Bank,
launched the Decade of Roma Inclusion 2005 2015 has suggested something similar when it, in a report that
evaluates the Decade project, claims that “without comprehensive data to evaluate government efforts and
guide policies, the situation of the Roma—a group already on the margins of Europe—is like to remain
dire” (OSI 2010: 10). In chapter 7, I will discuss how we can understand the ways in which transnational
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My main interest in current IGO and NGO problematizations of the Roma is how these
agencies contribute to authorizing themselves to speak in the name of the Roma, to
making Roma related interventions possible at all, and to rearticulating forms of Romani
minority governance and self governance in Europe. What does it mean, for instance,
that the OSCE—an institutional body that, according to its ‘original’ mandate, focuses on
security in Europe—has incorporated Roma related issues in its executive bodies and
policy mandates? What does it mean that IGOs such as the UNDP and the World Bank
that, until recently, focused on development issues in the global south and, thus, outside
Europe, have extended their mandates to Europe’s Romani minorities? What is the
relevance of the various ways in which NGOs—but also EU, OSCE, and state related
bodies—approach the Roma in terms of ‘community’ governance, such as in community
development, community policing, community empowerment, and minority self
government projects?

Some recent valuable studies have dealt with similar kinds of questions. Martin
Kovats, for instance, puts forward that the OSCE did not engage with the Roma prior to
the 1990s “as they were not perceived as representing a security issue” (2001a: 95). He, as
well as Peter Vermeersch (2006) and Rachel Guglielmo and Timothy Waters (2005), has
focused on how the Roma approaches of international organizations have developed
since they began to devise Roma related programs in the early 1990s. Others, such as
Katrin Simhandl (2007; 2009), have analyzed longer periods of time and studied how, for
instance, the Roma discourses of the EU and its institutional forerunners have changed
since the 1970s. These studies primarily focus on how various IGOs have dealt with the
Roma and how their Roma approaches have changed in the course of the years (Kovats,
Guglielmo and Waters, Vermeersch) or decades (Simhandl). To a much lesser degree,
these studies pay attention to how and under what kinds of conditions the changes
within these IGOs have enabled them to incorporate Roma related issues into their
executive bodies and policy mandates in the way they did. An interrogation of these
changes and, more importantly, of the new governance agendas with which they can be
connected will elucidate how post 1989 Roma problematizations have engendered new
forms of Romani minority governance. In the next but one section, I will show that we
can shed another light on the new governance agendas of institutions such as the EU, the
OSCE, and the World Bank, when we approach these agendas from the angle of their
articulation with neo liberal forms of governmentality. But how are we to understand
neo liberalism as governmentality?

NEO LIBERALISM AS GOVERNMENTALITY

There is a bizarre, somewhat paradoxical contemporary phenomenon that is called neo
liberalism. When we try to get an overview of how scholars have recently analyzed it, we
can easily get lost in various kinds of claims and arguments about its possibilities and
impossibilities. In an intriguing article, entitled “Living with/in and without neo

advocacy and activist networks, such as ERGO and ERPC, have become involved in the production of new
forms of knowledge and expertise.
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liberalism,” John Clarke (2008) puts forward that the notion of ‘neo liberalism’ seems to
suffer from promiscuity, omnipresence, and omnipotence at the same time. Its promis
cuity comes from hanging out with various kinds of theoretical perspectives, ranging
from classic or neo Marxist preoccupations with class, political economy, and capitalism
to various post constructivist approaches to ideology, hegemony, and governmentality.
Diverse kinds of scholars and disciplines have focused on the phenomenon of neo
liberalism in an attempt to reveal what is going on in the world and, most usually, going
wrong. At the same time, “neo liberalism seems to mean many different things depen
ding on one’s vantage point” (Ong 2006: 1).

Neo liberalism’s supposed omnipresence has led some to characterize our present
day time as a neo liberal order, age, or era (eg, Ferguson 2005a; Cooper 2008; Sigona and
Trehan 2009c). Some scholars disagree about its origins—the US, the UK, the IMF, the
World Bank, etc.—but, nevertheless, believe that it has started somewhere and has been
disseminated from there to other places on earth. Others scholars reject any discussion of
neo liberalism in terms of origins: “when we identify specific variants of neo liberalism
we are not examining varieties of a really existing, homogenous genus” (Castree 2006: 4,
his italics). Nonetheless, neo liberalism seems to have spread all over the globe to
become either a dominant, if not the most dominant feature of contemporary societies or
an uncontrollable, mobile virus that infects everything and everybody on its ongoing
journey (or both). Even though neo liberalism’s intellectual project has been declared
virtually dead, it has been argued that neo liberalism continues to haunt us now that it
has entered its ‘zombie’ phase (Smith 2008; Peck 2010).

Neo liberalism’s high mobility and ability to change things drastically relate to neo
liberalism’s alleged omnipresence: wherever it ends up, it seems to change things perma
nently and usually not for the good. “Much like ‘globalization’ in the previous decade
and ‘capitalism’ before that,” ‘neo liberalism’ has become “a kind of dustbin into which
we pour our interpretations of bad things” (Newman 2010: 7 8). In particular when the
poor are spotted, neo liberalism has become an analytical weapon to reveal the continua
tion of their marginalization and exclusion with new, powerful means (eg, Wacquant
2009). Clive Barnett states that neo liberalism has also infected our academic work or, at
least, specific, ‘leftist’ parts of it. He claims that the scholarly projection of hegemonic
qualities onto neo liberalism consoles some of us and helps to legitimize their scholarly
work:

[The vocabulary of neo liberalism] supplies [leftist academics] with plentiful opportu
nities for unveiling the real workings of hegemonic ideologies in a characteristic
gesture of revelation; and in so doing, it invites us to align our own professional roles
with the activities of various actors ‘out there,’ who are always framed as engaging in
resistance or contestation. (Barnett 2005: 10)

Barnett finds the geographer Noel Castree on his side, who suspects that “‘neoliberalism’
will remain a necessary illusion for those on the geographical left: something we know
does not exist as such, but the idea of whose existence allows our ‘local’ research finding
to connect to a much bigger and apparently important conversation” (2006: 6).
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As with most newly emerging or fashionable scholarly concepts, and particularly with
those with large pretensions, neo liberalism had also to be hazed and deconstructed: it is
not as ‘new’ as has frequently been suggested, it has its own peculiar histories, it has no
clear if any origins, it cannot be held responsible for everything, it has its own spatio
temporal specificities, and so on, and so forth. Yet, after having started my own discus
sion of neo liberalism with some of the most critical comments in the ongoing neo libe
ralism debate, it seems almost impossible to use the concept without falling in one of the
traps that has already been or will soon be revealed in the debate. In this and the next
chapters, I will nevertheless try to use ‘neo liberalism’ as an analytical tool to examine
the current situation of Romani minorities in Europe. I will start from some of the
insights that the neo liberalism debate offers us for mobilizing this concept critically.
Many critical reflections on neo liberalism and how it has been used critique the ways in
which it has been interpreted as a primarily ‘bad’ phenomenon that has even been able
to incorporate and co opt its ‘enemies.’ In order to use neo liberalism in a more moderate
yet still productive way, many participants in the debate suggest, we need to acknowl
edge that it “does not exist as such” and requires inquiries into its ‘local’ manifestations.
These two points are among the starting points of my own interrogation of the relations
between neo liberal forms of governmentality, Roma problematizations, and new and
reshaped forms of knowledge formation.

My standpoint in the debate on neo liberalism certainly bears resemblance with the
positions discussed in the introduction. Like those who interpret neo liberalism as policy
or ideology, for instance, I also consider it as a political cultural project that aspires to
transnational hegemony. Yet, I consider this a constructivist project and doubt whether
neo liberalism really succeeds in establishing the proposed hegemony. And like those
who understand neo liberalism as ideology, I also take it as a complex process of strug
gle and contestation, in which new identities and new ethnic, class, gender, and other
kinds of boundaries are produced and reshaped. Yet, I doubt whether neo liberalism has
primarily led to ‘bad’ outcomes and has been spread as evenly and unambiguously as
has often been claimed. I analyze neo liberalism beyond assessing it in terms of either its
‘bad’ or its ‘good’ effects and look, instead, at its ambivalent and hybrid nature. In order
to doing so, surely, we also need to blur the boundaries between the different, currently
circulating interpretations of neo liberalism, such as those that consider it as policy,
ideology, or governmentality (Larner 2000; Clarke 2008). Nevertheless, I will explain that
the perspective of governmentality brings into view some aspects of neo liberalism that
the other two standpoints do not sufficiently address and that can productively be
related to how it has been articulated in post communist Europe.

My emphasis on neo liberalism as a constructivist project and on the significance of a
topological reading of power relations (chapter 1) has two important implications. We
cannot assume that neo liberal governmental technologies are smoothly brought into
practice and in alignment with local circumstances. We need to examine how the local
translations of these tools and practices have unforeseeably and often uncomfortably im
pacted on the ground. Moreover, we always deal with specific configurations of power
in which different—and, thus, not necessarily only neo liberal—technologies of power
are combined and assembled. A topological analysis of power “examines how existing
techniques and technologies of power are re deployed and recombined in diverse
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assemblies of bio political government” (Collier 2009: 79). In other words, if we read neo
liberalism as a form of governmentality, we start from analyzing how mobile, connective
neo liberal technologies, techniques, and practices have been selectively assembled with
‘local’ cultures, political conditions, and traditions of governance. These neo liberal tech
nologies, techniques, and practices are then not ‘global’ in nature, but can only get their
specific form, content, and manifestation through how they are assembled and appropri
ated in a specific context. This approach encourages ethnographic accounts of neo
liberalism in which the specific ‘local’ conditions are analyzed beyond how they would
have been colonized from outside and incorporated into an all encompassing and over
shadowing neo liberal structure or order:

As an array of [bio political] techniques centered on the optimization of life, neo
liberalism migrates from site to site, interacting with various assemblages that cannot
be analytically reduced to cases of a uniform global condition of ‘Neo liberalism’ writ
large … It therefore seems appropriate to study neo liberalism not as ‘culture’ or a
‘structure’ but as mobile calculative techniques of governing that can be decontext
ualized from their original sources and recontextualized in constellations of mutually
constitutive and contingent relationships. (Ong 2006: 14, 13)

This approach of neo liberalism as governmentality has three consequences for how we
analyze contemporary manifestations of neo liberalism. Firstly, we need to avoid “to
identify any program with neo liberal elements as essentially neo liberal, and to proceed
as if this subsumption of the particular under a more general category provides a suffi
cient account of its nature or explanation of its existence” (Rose et al 2006: 97 98).
Accordingly, we need to challenge the assumption that there is, or has to be, an efficient,
one to one correspondence between a supposedly hegemonic, global political economic
neo liberal project and specific neo liberal technologies of power.

Secondly, neo liberalism as governmentality leads us beyond the suggestion that we
have currently ended up in a neo liberal order, at least, if by that is meant the arrival of a
new, ‘neo liberal’ time, characterized by clear and sudden breaks or ruptures with the
past. The view of neo liberalism as governmentality, thus, does also not adhere to a peri
odized model of Europe’s history in which it is clearly divided into periods before and
after 1989 (chapter 1). As I will show in chapter 6, neo liberalism has its own, Central and
Eastern European history. Moreover, the event of communism’s fall requires a reading of
the ‘post’ of post communism beyond easy periodization (chapter 2, Hörschelmann and
Stenning 2008; Collier 2011). Thus, neo liberalism as governmentality cannot be under
stood as a new grand theory of society and socio cultural change, even though some
scholars of governmentality have discussed our present day time in terms of the ‘death
of the social’ (Rose 1996a) and ‘post social governance’ (Rose et al 2006: 97). For example,
qualifications of our current states or societies as ‘post welfarist’ or ‘neo liberal’ regimes
often tend to overestimate the discontinuities and underestimate the continuities with
past socioeconomic and cultural formations. We need to acknowledge that different
governmental technologies, which are sometimes presented as corresponding to distinct
historical phases, are often flexibly combined:
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At the level of technical detail, neo liberalism does not imply the wholesale replace
ment of one form of social organization with another. Indeed, the diversity of
‘variants’ of reform … underscores the substantive ambiguity of neo liberal reform …
At the level of social description, … the process of transformation … does not seem
usefully described as the replacement of … social modernity with a ‘market society.’
Rather, what are to be traced are the novel articulations between market type mech
anisms, old bio political forms, and the actual substantive fabric of existing human
communities. (Collier 2005: 388, his emphasis)

Here, Stephen Collier also points to what I see as the third feature of approaching neo
liberalism from the angle of governmentality: it underlines the crucial importance of the
issue of articulation. The articulation of technologies of power is always dependent on
complex processes of assembling and reassembling several disparate elements (chapter
1, Li 2007a). Articulation can be understood a key element of all sorts of political work:

[Articulation embodies] the hard labor of assembling a political project, creating both
its directions, its relationship to the field of discourses and its ability to mobilize social
groups in support of it … while marginalizing or de mobilizing other discourses and
other groups. (Newman and Clarke 2009: 18 19)

The practice of articulation points to the necessity to interrogate how neo liberal technol
ogies of government are actually assembled with other, disparate elements and how
these hybrid assemblages can also result in practices that might be at odds with what is
usually described as neo liberal (Li 2007a; Sharma 2008; Stenning et al 2010).

Now I have delineated my methodological approach of neo liberalism, I want to
move on to describe some of the features of this constructivist project that deploys and
articulates neo liberal technologies of government. Despite—or, more probably, because
of—all warnings that we should avoid adopting a ‘thick’ concept of neo liberalism, most
scholars in the neo liberalism debate have difficulty in affirmatively describing the
character of neo liberal ways of thinking and doing. Jamie Peck, for instance, argues that
“neo liberalism does not, cannot, exist in pure form, but only manifests itself in hybrid
formations” (2004: 403). At the same time, he remarks that “the fact that a range of
critical analysts … continue to draw attention to the shared neo liberal features of these
hybrids points to the importance of developing adequate accounts of neo liberalism in general,
without succumbing to the fallacies of monolithism, functionalism, or convergence
thinking” (ibid, my italics). Peck acknowledges that, from the outset, all varieties of neo
liberalism are hybrid—no matter whether we start ‘locally,’ in the alleged neo liberal
heartland of the US, or within the institutional setting of the World Bank (each of these
‘sites’ represents a ‘local’ variant). At the same time, he claims that “splitting differences
over varieties of neo liberalism cannot be an end in itself, not least because it begs
questions about the common roots and shared features of the unevenly neo liberalized landscape
that confronts us” (ibid 403, my italics). Similarly, John Clarke, when he raises the
question what might be understood the “neo liberal character or form” of this coreless
neo liberalism, suggests that “the coherence is provided by the combination” of a couple
of elements (2008: 141). He describes these elements and, then, states that “it is their
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combination and interplay that marks the distinctiveness of neo liberalism, and it is their
co existence that enables neo liberalism’s flexibility in processes of appropriation and
articulation” (ibid). The difficulty to depart from a thick understanding of neo liberalism
on the one hand, and to describe some of its feature, on the other, seems to be part of
neo liberalism’s slipperiness—and, probably, of any concept with big pretensions. I do
not think that there is necessarily a problem with describing some shared neo liberal
elements. We only need to recognize that these are no ‘essential,’ universal features and
that they only get shape in the processes in which they are articulated with other
meaning and value systems and with other tools, forms, and traditions of governance.
These elements can be approached from the viewpoint of rationalities of government, if
we recognize that they are continually undergoing modification and cannot be equated
with knowledge or thought in the sense of ideas (chapter 1).13

So, how are we to describe the elements that make up this ‘coreless’ neo liberalism?
Neo liberal forms of governmentality are of the liberal sort, for they are still based on
ways of governing through freedom (chapter 2). Liberalism has always been about look
ing for the right governmental balance between state and economy, state and society,
and the public and private, even though ‘right’ can be defined differently (chapter 2).
What is new in neo liberalism is that it puts governmental technologies developed in
private and business spheres to work within the domain of the state itself, so that even
key functions of the state are delegated to private providers and run ‘like a business’:

The question of what should be public and what private becomes blurred, as the state
itself increasingly organizes itself around ‘profit centers,’ ‘enterprise models,’ and so
on. Rather than shifting the line between state and market, then, neo liberalism in this
account involved the deployment of new, market based techniques of government
within the terrain of the state itself. At the same time, new constructions of ‘active’
and ‘responsible’ citizens and communities are deployed to produce governmental
results that do not depend on direct state intervention. The ‘responsibilized’ citizen
comes to operate as a miniature firm, responding to incentives, rationally assessing
risks, and prudently choosing from among different courses of action. (Ferguson 2009:
172)

I take the elements that James Ferguson includes in this quotation as the starting points
to describe the features of neo liberal constructivist projects. First, I will discuss how
they aim at the blurring of state economy and state society boundaries. Second, I will
clarify how these rearrangements relate to attempts to disseminate enterprise models
over the entire social body. Third, I will show how this dissemination connects to active
and responsible forms of citizenship.

13 Alternatively, we could approach these shared neo liberal elements, as Peck does, from the viewpoint of
family resemblances (if understood in a Wittgensteinean, non essentialist way). We could also approach
them, as Clarke does, from the angle of a distinction between the “‘preliminary grammar’ of neo liberalism
and its ‘disjointed, disjunctured articulations’ in particular places” (2008: 142). He derives this distinction
from Catherine Kingfisher, who argues that “It is, in fact, only in the circulation of neoliberal related
meanings and their articulation with other meaning systems that neoliberalism takes on its multiple and
contradictory lives” (Kingfisher 2002: 12).
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Radically contested state economy and state society boundaries
Neo liberalism and (classic) liberalism differ on two fundamental points, namely (1) the
relationships between the state and the economy and between state and (civil) society,
and (2) the basis of free, liberal government (Lemke 2001). Since the market itself has to
become the central organizing and regulative principle underlying the state, its ‘original’
liberal tasks to respect for the freedom of those involved in market exchanges and to
guarantee and monitor the market from this point of view are displaced:

There will not be the market game, which must be left free, and then the domain in
which the state begins to intervene, since the market … can only appear if it is pro
duced, and if it is produced by an active governmentality. There will thus be a sort of
complete superimposition of market mechanisms, indexed to competition, and governmental
policy. Government must accompany the market economy from start to finish. The
market economy does not take something away from government. Rather, it indicates, it
constitutes the general index in which one must place the rule for defining all govern
mental action. One must govern for the market, rather than because of the market. (Foucault
2008a: 121, my emphasis)

Neo liberalism, thus, does not simply assume a kind of universal market rationality that
underlies both state and society, but starts from the idea that the market and related
enterprise models have to be actively produced:

Neo liberalism does not simply assume that all aspects of social, cultural and political
life can be reduced to … a calculus [of utility, benefit, or satisfaction], rather it develops
institutional practices and rewards for enacting this vision … Neo liberalism is a construc
tivist project: it does not presume the ontological givenness of a thoroughgoing eco
nomic rationality for all domains of society but rather takes as its task the development,
dissemination, and institutionalization of such a rationality. (Brown 2003: §9, my empha
sis)

This relationship between state and economy also affects the more or less clear boundary
between state and society, typical of liberal forms of governmentality. These effects can
be clarified by briefly discussing what some have called “governing from the social point
of view” (N Rose 1999b: chapter 3). This notion refers to various, primarily liberal ways
of governing state society relationships that have dominated in post war Europe, in
what we usually refer to as welfare states.14 ‘Welfarist’ systems can be imagined as a kind

14 Nikolas Rose describes these forms of government as follows: “government from the social point of view
aimed to connect the ‘prophylactic’ dimensions of social government—those concerned with preventing
possible social risk and danger by pre emptive means ranging from social insurance through the promotion
of full employment and measures to ensure social hygiene to the inculcation of norms of child rearing—
with the ‘reactive’ element of social government. Thus labor exchanges, courts, child guidance clinics,
schools, and factories all provide institutional loci for identifying pathological men, women, and children,
classifying and judging them, not only prescribing measures of individual reformation but tracking them
out again, through the activities of social workers and others, into a web of social relations which can be
made visible and subject to normalizing intervention. But what was at stake here, overarching the different
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of social safety networks and complex back up devices that have to secure a state’s citi
zens against social risks, such as illness, accidents, disability, unemployment, retirement,
and parenthood. ‘Welfarism’ relates to a specific kind of the governmentalization of the
state, in which a relatively strict distinction between society and economy is reproduced
to mitigate social inequalities and injustices. Social welfare “answer[s] a range of social
and human ‘needs’ which the market [is] inherently incapable of meeting” (Walters 1997:
224). Consequently, “the welfare system [is] not meant to supplement the economic
system, but to partner it on equal grounds” (ibid, my italics).15 One of the primary aims of
governing from the social point of view is, thus, that it tries to protect citizens against the
possibly harmful effects of the economy on society. In order to achieve this central aim,
post war societies have increasingly become the object and target of various kinds of
expertise and administrative interventions, such as those implied by social work and
social insurances.

However, the neo liberal project and the way in which it intends to change relations
between state and economy also affects state society relationships:

[N]eo liberal governmental intervention is no less dense, frequent, active, and
continuous than in any other system [of government]. But what is important is to see
what the point of application of these governmental interventions is now. Since this is
a liberal regime, it is understood that government must not intervene on effects of the
market. Nor must … neo liberal government correct the destructive effects of the market
on society, and it is this that differentiates it from, let’s say, welfare and suchlike
policies ... Government must not form a counterpoint or a screen, as it were, between
society and economic processes. It has to intervene on society as such, in its fabric and
depth. Basically, it has to intervene on society so that competitive mechanisms can play a
regulative role at every moment and every point in society and by intervening in this way
its objective will become possible, that is to say, a general regulation of society by the
market. (Foucault 2008a: 145, my emphasis)

Thus, the view of neo liberalism as governmentality stresses that neo liberalism does not
imply the ‘rolling back’ of the state or deregulation at large. Rather, we deal with forms of
governmental re regulation in which the distinctions between state and economy and

institutional forms taken in different national contexts, was the endeavor to construct a new kind of human
being, social citizens taking responsibility for their own physical and mental health and that of the family,
and enwrapped in a range of other practices that actively promoted the values of a social way of life” (N
Rose 1999b: 131). It would take another book to analyze the ways in which communist welfare regimes
could be considered from the angle of social government, and how this viewpoint relates to governmental
ities that affected the realities of Romani minorities. Several studies have discussed some of the elements
central to understanding these relationships (Haney 2002; Sokolova 2008). In chapter 6, I will elaborate on
the importance of taking into account the legacies of communist approaches to the Roma for understanding
their current situation.
15 As numerous critics of ‘welfarism’ have argued, social security systems kept sizeable parts of the popu
lation outside the labor market and produced debatably gendered forms of socio economic citizenship.
These forms of critique have also contributed to the inauguration of neo liberal forms of governmentality,
something that has often been overlooked in analyses and assessments of processes of neo liberalization
(see Walters 1997).
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those between state and non state (including private and civil societal) actors are exten
sively blurred. At the same time, neo liberalism as governmentality is still motivated,
like its liberal forerunners, by a critique of ‘too much’ or ‘excessive’ government (chapter
2). However, the ‘excessive’ element is now reconceptualized as the escalation of depen
dency on welfare supplies of various groups and as “economic intervention, inflation of
governmental apparatuses, overadministration, bureaucracy, and rigidification of power
mechanisms, accompanied by the production of ever new economic distortions that
would lead to new interventions” (Foucault 2008a: 323). The maintenance of ‘welfarist’
kinds of social security networks is perceived as an integral part of the problem. Seen
from the neo liberal viewpoint, social security systems only tend to promote dependency
cultures and attitudes of passively relying on systems of benefits. In this way, these
systems keep substantial parts of a population outside the labor force (Walters 2000).
This is not only ‘bad’ for economies, but also bad for the entire way in which individuals
and state apparatuses work. Indeed, so the argument goes, dependency leads to the
erosion of the motivation and self esteem of the unemployed, could have bad health
effects, isolates the unemployed from social networks, and could lead to the loss of social
obligation or, even worse, to criminality and lawlessness. In their turn, these dependency
traps lead state apparatuses to initiate and invent ever new intervention mechanisms
and, by so doing, these institutions only keep a vicious circle of more administration,
more bureaucracy, and more dependency in motion.

Society and self as enterprises
In order to avoid such dependencies and vicious circles, neo liberal technologies usually
rely on another approach to society and the self. They assume another starting point of
free, liberal government, based on another type of politics of the self (Dean 1995; McNay
2009) and on redefining the workforce of the newly imagined social body (Walters 1997).
The reconsideration of the social body as a part of the economic domain makes it
possible to extend diverse kinds of market criteria, such as cost benefit calculations and
techniques of comparison and inspection (standardization, benchmarking, audit) to
various social domains, such as those of individuals, families, communities, and NGOs.
According to classic liberalism, the individual’s freedom is understood as a natural,
human realm of non intervention and as the prerequisite for rational, liberal government
(chapter 2). In neo liberal projects, this approach to freedom has changed:

[Neo liberalism’s] point of reference is no longer some pre given human nature, but
an artificially created form of behavior. Neo liberalism no longer locates the rational
principle for regulating and limiting the action of government in a natural freedom
that we should all respect, but instead it posits an artificially arranged liberty: in the
entrepreneurial and competitive behavior of economic rational individuals. Whereas
in the classic liberal conception, homo oeconomicus forms an external limit and the
inviolable core of governmental action, in … neo liberal thought … he becomes a be
havioristically manipulable being and the correlative of a governmentality which sys
tematically changes the variables of the ‘environment’ and can count on the ‘rational
choice’ of the individuals. (Lemke 2001: 200)
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This shift entails not only perceptions of the individual in terms of the maximization of
her or his labor power, as if we primarily deal with rationalities of government that are
based on concepts of self interest and economic capital. It also includes a profound re
conceptualization of what counts as capital or a source of an individual’s present and
future performance. Thus, the neo liberal “homo oeconomicus is an entrepreneur, an entre
preneur of himself, … being for himself his own capital, … his own producer, [and] the
source of [his] earnings” (Foucault 2008a: 226). At the same time, these forms of entrepre
neurship “invoke new forms of governmentality that are based on the inculcation of new
forms of governable subject, subjects in which the person—his or her ‘inner will’—
becomes a resource enabling the transformation” (Newman 2007: 367). The individual is
reconceptualized as an ‘enterprise’ and an investor not only of economic capital, but also
of human and social forms of capital, such as education, training, skills, trust, and social
relationships. The self has to be remade into a kind of permanent, manifold enterprise.
The redefinition of the individual at the heart of various enterprising activities also
problematizes the domains of education, culture, and training in new ways. The neo
liberal approach lays stress “on the fact that what should be called educational invest
ment is much broader than simple schooling or professional training and that many
more elements than these enter into the formation of human capital” (Foucault 2008a:
229, 233). Education is no longer limited to ‘schooling’ within the context of the tradition
al educational institutions. The new, ‘active’ citizen needs to “engage in a ceaseless work
of training and retraining, skilling and reskilling, enhancement of credentials and pre
paration for a life of incessant job seeking: life is to become a continuous economic
capitalization of the self” (N Rose 1999b: 161). The traditional educational investment
needs to be turned into perpetual training and lifelong learning, including the partici
pation in a variety of cultural activities, in order to permanently contribute to the forma
tion of human and social capital.

The forms of ‘enterprising’ central to neo liberal governmental technologies do not
remain limited to the sphere of individuals. Rather, they need to become the leading
dynamics for the reorganization of the entire social body:

[F]or what is private property if not an enterprise? What is a house if not an
enterprise? What is the management of these small neighborhood communities … if
not other forms of enterprise? In other words, what is involved is the generalization of
forms of ‘enterprise’ by diffusing and multiplying them as much as possible ... I think this
multiplication of the ‘enterprise’ form within the social body is what is at stake in neo
liberal policy. It is a matter of making the market, competition, and so the enterprise,
into what could be called the formative power of society. (Foucault 2008a: 148, my italics)

‘Active’ and ‘responsible’ actors
Neo liberal governmentalities initialize new forms and models of citizenship, from the
‘worker citizen’ to the ‘empowered’ and ‘contracted’ citizen, and from the ‘responsible’
to the ‘active’ citizen (Newman and Clarke 2009: chapter 8). Since the end of the 1980s,
the notions of ‘active society’ and ‘active citizenship’ have emerged. The idea of an
‘active society,’ rather than a welfare one, is based on the participation of all its members,
no matter what their status is: “The basic thrust of the notion of the ‘Active Society’ is to
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foster economic opportunity and activity for everyone in order to combat poverty,
dependency, and social exclusion” (OECD 1990b: xi). The way in which the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) describes the active society shows
how the boundaries between the economic and the social domain should be blurred in
favor of an enterprising and participatory society:

[The ‘active society’ approach] welcomes … the entry of new groups into the labor
market. It recognizes [that] the demand for participation in economic and social life is
increasingly voiced by most groups in the population, and does not seek to resist the
expression of this demand through a growth in aggregate labor force participation …
[T]he statistical distinction between those who are currently in the labor force and
those who would like to be is increasingly a poor guide for policy making. Hence, the
goal becomes both to welcome into active life all those who wish to take part, and to
enable them to do so. The aim is thus not to ‘define away’ unemployment by assign
ing those seeking work to some other status, but rather to recognize that realization of
the full human potential of the population involves the employment not only of the
unemployed, but of all those who wish to participate—whether working full time,
part time, or in casual employment. (OECD 1989: 9, my italics; cited Walters 1997:
225)

Problematizing societies in terms of activity goes together with a reformulation of em
ployment that changes the perception of the category of the ‘officially unemployed.’
Welfarist social security systems need to support the officially unemployed and facilitate
their return to the workforce. Active society discourses start from the assumption that
realizing “the full human potential of the population” (ibid) requires that “not only the
unemployed, but an assortment of other marginalized groups—previously classified as
non employed—must be helped to access paid employment” (Walters 1997: 225). Prac
tices of active citizenship—though variable, diverse, and contestable—expose citizens to
neo liberal technologies of government that shift the meaning of citizenship from a
status carrying rights, benefits, and entitlements to individualized notions of risk,
responsibility, and self reliance (Borghi and van Berkel 2007; Newman and Clarke 2009).

This shift of approach has been called “the new contractualism” (Davis et al 1997; Sol
and Westerveld 2005):

[This new contractualism] involves ‘offering’ individuals and collectivities active in
volvement in action to resolve the kind of issues hitherto held to be the responsibility
of authorized governmental agencies. However, the price of this involvement is that
they must assume active responsibility for these activities, both for carrying them out
and, of course, for their outcomes, and in so doing they are required to conduct
themselves in accordance with the appropriate (or approved) model of action. This
might be described as a new form of ‘responsibilization’ corresponding to the new
forms in which the governed are encouraged, freely and rationally, to conduct them
selves. (Burchell 1996: 29)
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Following the idea that neo liberal projects aim at turning ‘the enterprise’ into the
formative power of society, the notions of ‘new contractualism’ and ‘responsibilization’
have been extended to other actors than just individuals or collectives. This extension
points to the aspiration of neo liberal projects to model the relationships between experts
(or centers of expertise) and their clients on the contracts between sellers and buyers. In
this way, a variety of actors, ranging from corporations, ‘communities,’ and NGOs to
privatized and semi privatized public service providers (hospitals, universities, railways,
etc.) should become involved in such new, economized forms of social contract. Making
these different actors responsible for how they perform has also gone together with the
introduction and reshaping of tools to calculate risks and benchmark diverse mechanism
of governance. At the international level, these forms of calculating efficient performance
has led IGOs, such as the EU and the World Bank, to use ‘governance’ in a normative
sense and promote ‘good,’ democratically sustainable and economically efficient forms
of governance. This issue leads me to the main theme of the next section.

RESHAPING DEVELOPMENT, SECURITY, AND RIGHTS VIS À VIS EUROPE’S ROMA

I have ended the penultimate section with the observation that most scholars, who have
hitherto analyzed the involvement of IGOs with the Roma, focus on the changes of the
Roma approaches of these organizations in the course of time, and since the mid 1990s in
particular. To a much lesser degree, they have analyzed how or why the Roma have
actually appeared on these organizations’ agendas and become part of their policy
mandates. One notable exception is Melanie Ram, who has turned these latter questions
into the central issue of some of her recent articles (2010a; 2010b). Ram concentrates on
why the Roma have emerged onto the EU’s agenda and begins with the observation:

What prompted the EU’s recent expanded interest in the Roma has been the subject of
little study and can be less easily explained than the involvement of the human rights
focused Council of Europe or even the security focused OSCE (which also had
addressed human rights in the past). (Ram 2010a: 200)

Ram critically mobilizes insights from social movement theories to argue that the Roma
for the most part appeared on the EU’s agenda as “the result of a complex transnational
advocacy network that emerged to lobby on behalf of the Roma and was able to provide
EU institutions with means of addressing both normative and practical interests” (ibid
201, her italics). In an illuminating way, Ram shows how the interplay between EU
institutions and various INGOs, as well as a triangular transnational advocacy dynamic
between local, national, and international actors have played a crucial role in getting the
Roma on the EU’s agenda. Ram’s analysis is largely based on unraveling various
practices of advocacy and minority governance in Europe. While doing so, she keeps the
institutional boundaries and settings relatively fixed. To a much lesser degree, she
investigates the ways in which the activities of the primary actors of her analysis—IGOs
and NGOs—have taken place in the context of new, reshaped, and shifting forms,
patterns, and mechanisms of governance. Why, for instance, did IGOs, such as the EU or
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the World Bank, actually start to listen to NGOs and develop partnerships with them?
Why did the OSCE, which traditionally focused on security issues at the inter state level,
start to focus on inter group and, thus, intra state conflict resolution? Why did these
IGOs, whose policies had for a long time been based on the principal unit of national
states and national economies, start to embrace a human, people centered focus? At a
more theoretical level, we also need to ask: Wasn’t the emergence of specific institutional
environments, and those of NGOs in particular, also the effect of newly appearing forms
of governing?

In what follows, I will explain that these reorientations can be better understood in
light of the emergence of neo liberal governmentalities. I do not claim that these changes
and the developments of several new governance agendas can solely be explained on the
basis of how neo liberal technologies have recently been articulated with the policies,
management cultures, and political traditions of these IGOs. I do suggest, though, that
these articulations have been influential and also have explanatory power regarding the
question of how the Roma could appear on the policy radars of these IGOs in the way
they did. My discussion of how, since the end of the 1980s, approaches of development,
security, and rights have changed and also affected IGO NGO relationships does not
explicitly explain why it were particularly the Roma who came into the picture. Rather,
retrospectively, I will describe three elements that have played an important role in how
the Roma have recently been taken into account by IGOs and NGOs. I will delineate how
the ‘social,’ the ‘human,’ and the ‘civic’ of newly emerged ‘social inclusion,’ ‘human
development,’ and ‘civil society building’ programs point to new and reshaped relations
of governance and, thus, to new ways in which the target groups of such programs are
identified. At least partly, several of the development programs that have recently been
devised to deal with the Roma’s situation can be related to new ways to govern through
civil society and to the rise of what some call ‘non governmentalism’ (Lewis 2005). We
need to reflect on the rise of NGOs as new relays and actors in the governance tissue.
This is the first of three elements I will discuss: NGOs have appeared in conjunction with
new ideas, concepts, and practices of how to govern ‘development,’ improve democracy
and reduce underdevelopment, poverty, and exclusion. The second element I will bring
up relates to new ways in which underdevelopment and poverty are explained, and how
these explanations have appeared alongside new approaches to security in particular.
Next to security approaches based on inter state relations and forms of conflict, security
approaches that rely on intra state, inter group conflicts have increasingly started to play
a key role in how development programs are devised. The third and final element that I
will discuss relates to the way in which the EU’s support for the institutionalization of
democratic forms of governance has impacted on human rights promotion.

One final caveat is in order. The remainder of this chapter introduces these three
elements and their relation to changing approaches to ‘human rights’ and ‘security.’ I do
not want to suggest that this sketch tells much about the concrete ways in which neo
liberal governmental technologies have been ‘locally’ articulated within the institutional
settings of IGOs. Getting sufficient insight into these articulations requires thorough case
studies of how, for instance, new governance tools and discourses have transformed the
performance of the EU, the OSCE, or the World Bank as a governmental actor vis à vis
Romani minorities and actors, as well as their advocates. The remainder of this chapter
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can be read as a delineation of a research agenda, which takes such case studies on board
and which is dedicated, more generally, to analyses of transformations of Romani minor
ity governance in Europe beyond fixed institutional settings and boundaries. Some of the
items on this agenda will also be discussed in the next three chapters.

Capitalizing on the social : development and new governance in Europe
Since the late 1980s, concepts such as governance, civil society, social capital, social in
clusion, human security, human development, participation, and empowerment have
rapidly popped up in the international development lexicon. At about the same time, the
number of NGOs in the world, and particularly those operating in the global south and
the former East Bloc has also radically increased. In post 1989 Central and Eastern
Europe, NGOs have actually appeared for the first time at such a large scale and rapidly
become an important part of the governance tissue. These two developments—the ap
pearance of these development discourses centered on the ‘social,‘ the ‘civic,’ and the
‘human’ as well as the reshaping of civil society as a sector for government—are closely
related. The rapid rise of ‘non governmentalism’ in the late 1980s and 1990s had various
reasons. David Lewis (2005) mentions the disillusionment about the results of several
decades of government centered development programs in the South and North as one
of these reasons. New ways and practices of development had to be explored and non
governmental, civil society channels were considered to be some of the most promising.
Lewis also mentions the importance of how academic practices within development
studies changed in favor of more ‘empirical’ analyses and direct involvements with ‘real,
living people.’ Thus, non governmental ways of governing partially appeared as kinds
of experiments to solve the problems caused by earlier, unsuccessful means of governing
development (including early neo liberal programs of structural adjustment). Govern
ments involved in development aid, but also IGOs embraced non governmental ways of
governing to redirect their governance agendas.

Since the early 1990s, IGOs such as the World Bank, the OECD, and the EU have
explicitly started to establish and reshape strategic and funding relationships with civil
societal actors.16 These IGOs have started to develop ways in which they, through
building connections with such actors, could enhance ‘human and social capital’ forma
tion, reduce poverty, and increase socioeconomic participation of individuals and collec
tives.17 Around 1990, the World Bank, for instance, decided to begin “an institution wide
effort to expand its work with NGOs” (Beckman 1991: 134). In its large scale engagement
with NGOs, the World Bank (1997a) presented social capital formation as ‘the missing
link’ in international development and as the key thing to promote in bridging the gap
between socioeconomic growth and poverty reduction (Harriss 2002).18 Decisions such as
those of the World Bank were, at least partially, “based on the recognition that states and
markets had limited capacities to reduce poverty while NGOs had distinctive compe

16 See World Bank (1991; 2002b), OECD (1993), and European Commission (EC 2000a; 2001; 2002a).
17 See European Commission (EC 1994; 1995; 2002b), World Bank (1997a; 1999), OECD (2001), and the UN
(UNDESA 1999; UNDP 2001).
18 Despite internal critique on the effectiveness of a social capital approach, the World Bank nevertheless set
up various large scale social capital based programs around the world (Harriss 2002; Li 2007b). The social
capital based approach to Albanian Roma (World Bank 2005a) is one of these programs.
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tences such as closeness to the poor, committed leadership and capacity to build access
to services for the poor” (Lewis 2005: 204). Similar kinds of decisions to focus on civil
society actors and to capitalize on the ‘social’ were made in the EU in the 1990s. This
happened with regard to development issues in the global south, as well as with regard
to development in Central and Eastern Europe.19 In what the European Commission
considered “a far reaching process of administrative reform” and an improvement of the
EU’s “management culture” (EC 2000a: 2), civil societal agencies were introduced as vital
partners in reshaping Europe and enhancing European integration:

The Union has encouraged the development of civil society in the applicant countries,
as part of their preparation for membership. Non governmental organizations play an
important role at global level in development policy. (EC 2001: 14, 15) NGOs can
make a contribution to fostering a more participatory democracy both within the
European Union and beyond … The contribution of NGOs is particularly important in
tackling social exclusion and discrimination, protecting the natural environment, and
the provision of humanitarian and development aid. NGOs have been chosen as
partners because of their specificity coupled with their expertise and technical
capacity. (EC 2000a: 2, 5, 6)

The EU has followed a different path than the World Bank and introduced the term
‘social exclusion’ and, somewhat later, ‘social inclusion’.20 ‘Social capital formation’ in
World Bank programs and ‘social inclusion’ in EU programs have become loosely de
fined, yet explicit policy aims:

Social policy makers tend to use the concepts [of social capital and social inclusion] in
the service of a relatively loose analysis of existing dysfunctions and to fashion a set of
prescriptions for how social factors can be mobilized for the purposes of economic
and social reform. Social capital and social inclusion are ways to deal with market
failure (high unemployment despite economic growth) and state failure (poor govern
ance). Social exclusion and the lack of social capital are ‘deficits’ for policy to address.
(Daly and Silver 2008: 550)

The reform of the management cultures of institutions such as the World Bank and the
EU, including the building of new logistic structures to fund different kinds of civil
societal agencies, was “the start of the period of explicit recognition of NGOs from with
in the unfolding neo liberal development agenda, which gained confidence rapidly
following the end of the cold war” (Lewis 2005: 204). These IGOs presented these
changes as integral parts of their new governance agendas, such as the OECD’s active
society agenda,21 the World Bank’s good governance agenda,22 and the EU’s European

19 See, for instance, various documents and instruments that the EU has devised in the context of its
development policy (EC 2003; 2006a; 2006b; 2008b; CEU 2005).
20 See, for instance, Daly and Silver (2008).
21 See OECD (1990b; 1990a; 2007).
22 See World Bank (1997b).
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governance agenda.23 I want to suggest neither that these agendas were coherent and
uniform, nor that they have become the single modes of governing within these institu
tions. What I want to highlight is that these governance agendas do not discuss the role
of (political) government in terms of a de regulation in favor of private and not for profit
organizations. Rather, they discuss it in terms of a re regulation of governance that en
courages an enterprise approach to the social sphere. These agendas envisage “a new
‘enabling’ role in which the function of government [is] to secure the conditions in which
markets [can] operate more fully across a range of areas of social and economic life” (Lewis
2005: 205, my italics). The OECD, for instance, introduced the notion of an active society
as “a concept that associates the well springs of job growth and economic and social well
being with wider participation in society and growth in the entrepreneurial culture” (OECD
1992 cited Walters 1997: 224, my emphasis). In the mid 1990s, the EU presented the re
form of its social policies as a shift from a ‘passive’ to an ‘active’ approach of society:

[T]here needs to be a move away from more passive income maintenance measures
towards active labor market measures designed to ensure the economic and social integration
of all people … [T]hose who are not in the labor market also have a useful role to play
in society. (EC 1994: 47, my italics)

The EU’s redefining of the workforce along the lines of an active society has gone to
gether with the reshaping of its approach to education and with considering human and
social capital formation as a crucial element for improving social inclusion in the Union:

It is clear that the new opportunities offered to people require an effort from each one
to adapt, particularly in assembling one’s own qualifications on the basis of ‘building
blocks’ of knowledge acquired at different times and in various situations. The society
of the future will therefore be a learning society … Education and training will increase
ingly become the main vehicles for self awareness, belonging, advancement and self
fulfillment. Education and training, whether acquired in the formal education system,
on the job or in a more informal way, is the key for everyone to controlling their
future and their personal development … Immaterial investment and getting the best
out of our human resources will improve competitiveness, boost jobs, and safeguard
social achievements … The position of everyone in relation to their fellow citizens in the
context of knowledge and skills therefore will be decisive … The future of the EU and its
development will depend largely on its ability to manage the progress towards this
new society. (EC 1995: 2, emphasis in original)

After the Union’s launch of this ambitious approach to education and training in the mid
1990s, the EU also started to combine its ideal of an active, ‘lifelong’ learning society with
its attempt to mobilize civil society agencies for achieving social inclusion in the Union.
Since the second half of the 1990s, NGOs have been considered key agencies in renewing
governance in Europe and vital partners in shaping newly devised private public part
nerships:

23 See European Commission (EC 2000e; 2000c; 2001).
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[NGOs] can become ‘centers of expertise’ and capitalize on their knowledge of com
munities by becoming trainers and advisors for mainstream providers or government
al authorities. They can also develop materials to be used in mainstream curricula for
public administration staff, social workers, etc. (EC 2007: 26)

In post 1989 Central and Eastern Europe, the supposed underdevelopment of well
functioning civil societies was considered one of the key problems of the ‘transitional
democracies’ in the region. After the fall of communism, ‘civil society’ has become the
target of various governmental and non governmental interventions. Civil society be
came a thing to be revived, designed, and encouraged and a project to be supported by
expert training and various forms of capacity building. In the EU, various new gover
nance tools have been developed to try to effectively link the social and economic ele
ments of the Union’s politics of integration and enlargement. Since the late 1990s, new
so called soft governance tools, such as the ‘open method of coordination,’ have been
launched to introduce civil society agencies—as well as social partners, governments,
experts, and academics—as key stakeholders into decision making and attempts to ex
perimentally renew and improve European governance in the enlarging Union.24 The
central idea behind including NGOs in the EU’s new governance approach was that they
“would not just participate in designing and implementing development strategies
closer to the needs of the people and mobilizing endogenous economic and social res
ources, but also activate civil society and boost grass roots democracy” (Kohler Koch and
Rittberger 2006: 29). In chapters 6 and 7, I will reflect more extensively on how the
changing governance agendas of IGOs, such as the EU and the World Bank, relate to the
‘strengthening’ of civil society and encouraging ‘grassroots’ democratic movements.

Conflict at the nexus of development and security
The increased focus on supposedly underdeveloped civil societies and on supposedly
inadequately developed forms of human and social capital has also led to another
explanation and approach of poverty and underdevelopment. Many of the development
policies and regimes that emerged after the Second World War were primarily based on
a capitalist, technological model of expansion and inclusion. If states and economies in
the Third World would conform to western state and market models, so the argument
went, these countries would ‘catch up’ with the West and would gradually be incorpo
rated in international market economies. Poverty reduction was related to this model:

Emerging in the 1950s and lasting until the 1970s, the initial post colonial develop
ment regime was mainly concerned with reducing poverty in the South through the
promotion of economic growth based on investment and the application of science
and technology. This was to be achieved through planning, state intervention, and
economic redistribution. (Duffield 2001: 23)

Until the 1970s, development regimes took the basic unit of its politics—the nation state
and its national economy—largely for granted. Similarly, the international security

24 See, for instance, Eberlein and Kerwer (2004), Zeitlin et al (2005), and Radulova (2007).
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approaches of these decades primarily focused on inter state conflicts and, thus, also
tended to presuppose the state as the principal unit of its politics. However, since the
1980s a gradual radicalization of the politics of development has taken place, caused by a
change of its global political economy and by its merging with newly articulated security
agendas (Duffield 2002). With the increased pressure on the state and its sovereignty that
has gone hand in hand with what many analysts have called ‘globalization’ and some
‘new regionalism’ (Larner and Walters 2002), novel security agendas have also appeared.
From now on, security has also been framed in terms of intra state forms of conflict be
tween ethnic, religious, or cultural groups. Parallel to the appearance of this security ap
proach, development programs have increasingly embraced a human, people centered
focus that prioritizes the development of people ahead of states:

[This development resulted in] a move away from an earlier dominance of state led
modernization strategies based on the primacy of economic growth and assumptions
that the underdeveloped world would, after passing through various stages, eventu
ally resemble the developed. Rather than economic growth per se, a broader approach
to development emerged based on aggregate improvements in health, education,
employment, and social inclusion as an essential precursor for the realization of
market opportunity. (Duffield and Waddell 2006: 44)

However, with the increased focus of development institutions on conflicts between
different ethnic and religious groups, minorities, majorities, and migrants, conflicts also
tend to be increasingly explained in terms of ethnic, religious, or cultural differences and
the (lack of) socio cultural cohesion of the involved communities. A development report
of the Swedish government of the mid 1990s very well summarizes this redirecting of
security agendas:

The ‘new’ conflicts are about identities and the status, culture, and values of various
groups. They are enacted in the social sphere rather than in arenas familiar to tradi
tional security policy. As a complement to the concepts that are the common currency
of traditional power politics … we must now introduce concepts appropriate to the
community level. (SMFA 1997: 16)

We have seen similar moves in the approaches to development in the policies of various
IGOs. EU development projects, for instance, have also begun to explicitly address the
social and political dimensions of instability:

[Development instruments now need to take into account] their potential for bal
ancing the interests and opportunities of different identity groups within a state, for
encouraging democratic governments that enjoy widespread legitimacy among the popu
lation, for fostering consensus on key national issues … and for building mechanisms
for the peaceful conciliation of group interests. (EC 1996b: 4, my italics)

Conflict management and the simultaneous focus on ‘getting the social relations right’ at
the level of communities have become part of both newly articulated development and
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newly formulated security approaches. This has gone together with other approaches to
conflict and poverty:

[U]nderstanding conflict has moved its locus from conflicts between states to conflicts
within and across them … Households, communities, and populations furnish the
terrain on which such conflicts are fought … Development … take[s] communities,
livelihood systems and social networks as their point of reference. (Duffield 2007: 117)
The focus of new security concerns is … the fear of underdevelopment as a source of
conflict, criminalized activity, and international instability. This reinterpretation,
moreover, means that … the idea of underdevelopment as dangerous and destabil
izing provides a justification for continued surveillance and engagement. (Duffield
2001: 7)

This confluence between security and development does not necessarily imply that pov
erty causes conflict, but that it increases its probability. The consideration of poverty and
underdevelopment as potentially contributing to the creation of instability has also moti
vated IGOs, such as the UNDP and the OSCE, to devise ‘human development,’ ‘human
security,’ and other kinds of conflict management and community governance projects.
The focus on human security is often described as stemming from a growing humanism
within IGOs. Increasingly, so the argument goes, they employ human and minority
rights norms and conventions, such as the UN Declaration of Human Rights and the
Geneva Conventions, to improve and redirect their development programs. In this line
of reasoning, human security and human development are presented as “integrating
human rights with sustainable development” (UNDP 1998).

However, rather than examining human security beforehand from a humanistic and
supposedly progressive perspective, I follow those recent studies that consider human
security a principle of formation:

[Concepts, discourses, and practices of human security contribute to] producing the
‘humans’ requiring securing and, at the same time, calling forth the state/non state
networks of aid, subjectivity, and political practice necessary for that undertaking …
[T]he concern here is with human security as a relation of governance. Rather than
focusing on human security as a specific condition or measurable state of existence,
the emphasis is on human security as informing how international institutions and ac
tors categorize, separate, and act upon … populations. (Duffield and Waddell 2006: 2)

Practices of human security or human development represent a bio political fusion of
development and security by perceiving human beings who are considered as ‘not well
able’ to produce their own basic needs in terms of underdevelopment. Governmental
interventions are necessary to secure their well being and reduce the possibly negative
effects on the wider human and political communities to which they belong. These
different elements—the focus on intra state conflict, the adoption of a human security
notion, and the legitimatization of new kinds of development programs—come together
in the way in which the OSCE has developed in the course of the last two decades.
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Since the early 1990s, the OSCE has started to dedicate itself explicitly to its member
states’ internal affairs,25 and to issues of minority protection, fundamental freedoms,
human security, and liberal democratization in particular (Schlotter 1999; Thomas
2001).26 The OSCE’s reorientation has gone together with the introduction of its so called
‘human dimension.’ In 1990, “a ‘human dimension’ was added “to the ‘economic dimen
sion’ of structural reform, leading the OSCE to emphasize the reform of [state] internal re
lations, including support for human rights, civil society, and democratization” (Duffield
2001: 71, my italics). The introduction of the human dimension was followed, in 1993, by
the launch of the office of the High Commissioner on National Minorities (HCNM). This
instrument and the redirection of its policy mandate in terms of a combined human and
economic dimension have also allowed the OSCE to legitimize its engagements with
minority groups, such as the Roma. The extension of its mandate has much to do with
the changing dynamics in Europe after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the promise it
entailed for reuniting Europe. In the first few years after 1989, the OSCE overconfidently
claimed that “Europe is liberating itself from the legacy of the past,” inaugurating “a
new era of democracy, peace, and unity” (CSCE 1990b cited Bloed 1993: 537). The
OSCE’s initial vision for a ‘New Europe’ (CSCE 1990a) started from the assumption that
the East and West, at least potentially, had primarily similar cultural and political infra
structures and that the collapsed Communist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe
would relatively smoothly change into western style liberal democracies.

However, only two years later, the initial optimism had completely vanished and the
tone of the OSCE had changed drastically. It acknowledged that “the legacy of the past
remain[ed] strong” and started to consider the ‘transitional democracies’ in Central and
Eastern Europe serious dangers to the stability of Europe’s entire security community:

Economic decline, social tension, aggressive nationalism, intolerance, xenophobia, and
ethnic conflicts threaten stability in the CSCE area. Gross violations of CSCE commit
ments in the field of human rights and fundamental freedoms, including those related
to national minorities, pose a special threat to the peaceful development of society, in
particular in new democracies. (CSCE 1992 cited Bloed 1993: 703 04).

The immediate cause for the redirection of OSCE policies was the outbreak of war in the
former Yugoslavia in 1992. However, since then, the OSCE has begun to problematize
the entire former East Bloc as a region of instability and insecurity and to develop its
European ‘project of improvement’ as a supposedly necessary intervention in the region
to overcome the “imagined structural dissimilarity” between East and West (Merlingen
2003: 372). This shift of focus was not intentional; in the beginning there was no grand
idea. In a contingent way, “step by step and in response to the practical problems the
[Office of the HCNM] encountered in the field, a more or less coherent approach to

25 In the 1970s, the CSCE was set up an a security organization to defuse East West tensions during the Cold
War and to create more predictable socio economic interstate relations and more liberal state policies in the
divided Europe (Merlingen 2003). The CSCE’s 1975 Helsinki Final Act also provided an important instru
ment to address human rights issues for dissident groups in the East Bloc, for instance for the Charta 77
movement in the former Czechoslovakia (see also chapter 7).
26 Before 1995, the OSCE was called the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).
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socializing post socialist countries into norms of peaceful conflict resolution emerged over
time” (ibid 373 74, my emphasis). As Max van der Stoel, the OSCE’s first HCNM, has
stressed, crucial part of such a coherent approach is acknowledging that conflict preven
tion and post conflict resolution “can be a success only if due account is taken of the
human dimension” (cited Zellner and Lange 2001: 105). Structurally linking conflict reso
lution with the OSCE’s human dimension, and alarmed by the ‘destabilizing’ effects of
“migration producing countries” in Central and Eastern Europe on the rest of the conti
nent,27 in 1993, the OSCE also began to look at the situation of Romani minorities in
Europe.

In other words, the Roma did not only come into view of the OSCE because they were
now considered “as representing a security issue” (Kovats 2001a: 95). More generally,
the Roma’s inclusion in OSCE policy mandates has been a consequence of a rearticu
lation of its security approach. This is strongly related to perceiving conflict and its reso
lution in terms of human security. The framing of the entire former East Bloc as haunted
by the legacies of its past and, thus—if we have to believe the OSCE’s own descrip
tions—by decline, ethnic tensions, aggressive nationalisms, intolerance, and xenophobia,
has enabled the OSCE to conceptualize the region’s recent, current, and potential con
flicts in terms of social regression and having causes that have led or could lead to grim
forms of socioeconomic and political breakdown. This OSCE approach implies neither a
kind of coercive, ‘imperial’ approach to those who are or were involved in ethnic ten
sions, nor a view in which these individuals and communities are victimized as poor,
helpless, and passive. Rather, by making use of neo liberal technologies to ‘responsibi
lize’ and activate individuals and collectives, the OCSE considers those who are involved
in ethnic tensions, including the Roma, as allies in their peace building and conflict
resolution projects. The OSCE’s Romani community policing programs illustrate this
approach to conflict management.28 Building on neo liberal approaches to community
policing and empowerment, the OSCE has suggested:

Members of Roma and Sinti communities should be empowered to make the most
effective and efficient use of … forums [such as community advisory boards, joint
police community workshops, public meetings, and open police days] with regard to
the joint identification and solving of problems … Closely related to ethnic diversity
awareness raising, training on community policing should … cover good practices in
establishing a partnership based problem solving approach with Roma and Sinti
communities. (OSCE 2010: 19, 77)

Mobilizing a broad concept of policing,29 the OSCE promotes forms of conflict manage
ment in which the police and Romani communities, but also NGOs, local governments,

27 In his first report on the situation of the Roma and Sinti in Europe, the OSCE’s commissioner Max van der
Stoel discusses Central and Eastern Europe in terms of “migration producing countries” (van der Stoel
1993: 11) and calls for adequate domestic improvements to reduce the pressure on international migration
(see also Guglielmo and Waters 2005).
28 See OSCE (2006b; 2007b; 2010), see also its forerunners developed by PER (2000b).
29 According to this broad conception of policing, “police officers are agents of civic governance who, often
in co operation with other agencies, assist people who experience some kind of personal emergency such as
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and other partners commonly look for ways to decrease the ethnic tensions in which
these communities are involved. In this way, the OSCE aims not only at empowering the
involved communities, but also at reducing conflict and correlated insecurity and in
stability:

[A central aspect of the OSCE’s governmental mentality] is the emphasis it puts on the
responsibility of citizens for the provision of public security. In addition to executive
policing concentrated in the hands of the public police, there is room, in this view, for
civil policing, i.e., for citizens and non governmental organizations to play an active role in
the policing of their communities. The nexus of self policing and external policing is re
garded as containing the potential for both effective and democratic policing. (Merlingen
and Ostrauskaite 2005: 346 47, my emphasis)

This neo liberal technique of conflict resolution needs to contribute to the reduction of
ethnic tensions and to the empowerment of the involved communities, but also to a
structural reform of the way in which institutions such as the police function:

The OSCE believes that conceiving of the police as an agency of social improvement
that seeks to promote individual level security in all its aspects is an important aspect
of transforming a transitional police force into a human rights oriented police service
that enjoys the trust of the population. (Merlingen and Ostrauskaite 2005: 247)

Put differently, the articulation of neo liberal techniques of governance—such as human
security mechanisms—needs to come with a transformation in which institutions
gradually integrate a human rights oriented approach into their daily operations and
policy implementations.30 This view leads me to the last issue I want to delineate in this
chapter: the role that human and minority rights discourses have played in addressing
the situation of Europe’s Romani minorities.

Reshaping European governance, displacing human rights?
According to a widely shared view, the violations of the human and minority rights of
particularly the Central and Eastern Europe Roma have been among the most important
reasons why Roma related issues have become an integral part of the policies of various
IGOs and NGOs (Kymlicka 2007; ONions 2007). However, as I have indicated while
discussing human security, we cannot consider human and minority rights approaches
simply politically ‘neutral’ articulations of progressive, humanist agendas of minority
empowerment. Rather, we need to critically reflect upon the role that the articulation of
human and minority rights perspectives have played in new forms of governance and
new ways to identify and produce the ‘humans’ subjected to these perspectives. Rec
ognizing that we need to distinguish different politics of human and minority rights vis à

sexual abuse, and help communities to address the deep seated problems of which crime and disorder are
merely the symptoms” (Merlingen and Ostrauskaite 2005: 347).
30 My discussion of the OSCE’s Sinti and Romani community policing projects does not imply that all IGOs
in Europe have adopted similar views. The OSCE’s approach to policing, for instance, substantially differs
from that of the EU (Merlingen and Ostrauskaite 2005).
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vis the Roma will also enable us to differentiate between the different ways in which
agencies have articulated neo liberal techniques to address the rights of Roma. In chapter
7, I will discuss the role that civil societal agencies have played in this debate. Here I
focus on how the new governance agendas of IGOs—most notably of the EU—tend to
consider human and minority rights a derivative of good, democratic governance struc
tures, patterns, and practices.

IGOs such as the World Bank and the EU have related ‘governance’ to a normative
framework in which we can distinguish between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ forms of governance.
For many agencies involved in minority issues, ‘governance’ has become one of the new
buzzwords to indicate the novelty of their approach and to point out that their
approaches can only be adequately taken into account if situated in the recent shift from
government to governance (introduction, chapter 1). Many IGOs consider governance a
naturally existing and improvable condition and “a key component of policies and
reforms for poverty reduction, democratization, and global security” (EC 2003: 3 §3).
Subsequently, governance has been qualified as ‘good’ when governmental structures,
patterns, practices, processes, and designs generally contribute to poverty reduction,
global security, and democratic and well functioning political and socio economic insti
tutions. In one of its governance papers, the European Commission refers to a new UN
agenda to introduce its own approach:

The UN Millennium Declaration states that creating an environment that is conducive
to development and to the elimination of poverty depends, inter alia, on good governance
within each country, on good governance at the international level and on transparency in the
financial, monetary and trading systems. (EC 2003: 3 §2, my italics)

For the EU, critically assessing and benchmarking how states and NGOs,31 but also IGOs
govern has become crucial for improving various kinds of issues, ranging from a state’s
economic performance, environmental issues, and societal ‘well being’ to NGO account
ability and respect for human and minority rights:

The structures and the quality of governance are critical determinants of social cohesion
or social conflict, the success or failure of economic development, the preservation or
deterioration of the natural environment as well as the respect or violation of human
rights and fundamental freedoms. (EC 2003: 3 §1, my italics)

The EU legitimates its focus on what it considers quantifiably different modes and
patterns of governance as follows:

31 Making NGOs more accountable for what they do, is central to the EU’s new governance agenda: “NGOs
have a duty to demonstrate that they have the expertise, management systems and internal quality control
systems appropriate to the work they are undertaking on behalf of the [European] Commission … Where it
is the NGO community that nominates interlocutors for dialogue with the Commission, the NGO associa
tions and networks should provide information on the criteria and reasons for selecting these NGOs” (EC
2000a: 7, 11).
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[A broad approach to governance] allows conceptually to disaggregate governance
and other topics such as human rights, democracy, or corruption. Governance refers
to the rules, processes, and behavior by which interests are articulated, resources are
managed, and power is exercised in society … The real value of the concept of gover
nance is that it provides a terminology that is more pragmatic than democracy,
human rights, etc. (EC 2003: 3 §4)

However, whereas here the EC still suggests that the governance approach enables a
pragmatically helpful tool to distinguish various concepts—such as the notion of human
rights—in what follows, the EC takes a substantial step further. It claims that ‘gover
nance’ can be understood and used as a neutral and technical tool to describe the general
‘state of affairs’ in a certain society:

In spite of its open and broad character, governance is a meaningful and practical
concept relating to the very basic aspects of the functioning of any society and political and
social systems. It can be described as a basic measure of stability and performance of a
society. As the concepts of human rights, democratization and democracy, the rule of
law, civil society, decentralized power sharing, and sound public administration gain
importance and relevance as a society develops into a more sophisticated political system,
governance evolves into good governance. Today governance is generally used as a basic
measure of quality and performance of any political/administrative system. (EC 2003: 3 §4,
my emphasis)

This conception of governance and, most of all, this notion of human rights as pre
dominantly grounded in good, democratic forms of governance is at odds with concepts
of human rights that consider them grounded in international law, and a liberal tool to
limit the sovereign state’s possibility to intervene in other ones or in the lives of its own
citizens. I do not suggest that the conception of human rights reflected in the EU
approach to governance is not grounded in international or European law. But this
approach tends to ground human rights largely in the formal ways in which concrete
political communities and the legal foundations of existing political systems meet gene
ralized benchmarks of ‘good governance.’ This attitude toward human rights tends to
displace one of the most important characteristics of international law, namely where it,
at least in theory, guarantees “the formal equality of states and [does] not operate any
discrimination based upon the characteristics of these states” (Guilhot 2008: 511). Indeed,
a human rights policy that, to a large extent, is dependent on the categorization of
differently qualified and quantified modes of governance “clearly discriminates between
regimes: tyrannies, illiberal democracies, failed states, liberalizing democracies, rogue
states, etc.” (ibid). The ultimate consequence of such a human rights approach is that the
“formal equivalence of states is … replaced by the open ended and fine grained
taxonomy of modes of government, which, in turn, results in differentiated treatment”
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(ibid).32 Such a replacement implies, ultimately, that human rights tend to be represented
as a specific, ‘good’ form of governance typical of democratic regimes.

To look at the compliance with human and minority rights primarily from the angle
of benchmarked forms of governance has two crucial consequences. First, this approach
implies that “there can be no contradiction between the preservation, the defence, or the
extension of such forms of governance and human rights, since the latter depend on the
former” (Guilhot 2008: 509). Second, this view of human rights implies that they cannot
simply be understood as politically or ideologically neutral tools. The latter has been
done by the representatives of a long post Second World War tradition of human rights
and peace activism (eg, Falk 1981; Neier 2003), which was primarily based on an
approach to international law as an adequate legal instrument for limiting state sove
reignty. In contrast to this view—which merely understands human rights as a kind of
natural rights outside the political sphere and as tools to limit its sovereign power—the
‘good governance’ approach tends to incorporate the human rights conception into the
nervous systems of governmental rationalities and technologies:

To the extent that human rights designate specific political practices, institutional
mechanisms, positive jurisdiction, modes of governance, administrative functions,
etc., a human rights policy can only be a policy of regulation and transformation of
governmentality … The human rights policy they developed is a policy that aims at
shaping forms of governance in which human rights are no longer a normative,
formal, or external constraint, but the internal premise of governmental practices.
Viewed in this light, human rights become constitutive of the political and civil order.
They are to be found not in legal, but in practical norms of government; they belong to
specific institutional contexts and political traditions. They are inscribed in constitu
tional setups, they innervate from within judiciary, legislative, governmental and
societal practices. Their repository is not international institutions, but the concrete
thickness of governmentality, the practical organization of power. In short, they are
modes of governance, political technologies, and concrete social practices that ensure
the upholding of such rights even outside the sphere of [political] government. Pro
moting human rights means disseminating and institutionalizing such democratic
forms of governance. (Guilhot 2008: 509, 510)

The recognition that human and minority rights are integral parts of modern forms of
governmentality is a necessary condition of possibility for addressing that they always
need to be understood from the angle of a politics of human and minority rights. In this
respect, we can say that the conception of human rights has “evolved by integrating the
realist critique of universal rights: the legal deficit of international law and the indeter
mination of its norms have provided this critique with its main targets” (ibid 512).33 At
the same time, however, we need to reflect on the consequences of a too easy and smooth

32 For the way in which OSCE policies have articulated such a differentiated treatment of its member states,
see Merlingen (2003).
33 As Nicolas Guilhot (2008) emphasizes, this critique is not new, but as old as the concept of human rights
and its universal declaration (see, most notably, Arendt 1963).
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reinterpretation of human rights “as the empirical outcome of context specific institu
tional and political practices or, in other words, of concrete instances of good govern
ment” (ibid).

There are different ways in which we could relate this ambiguous reinterpretation of
human rights to the current situation of the Roma in Europe. In post 1989 human rights
approaches to the Roma, we have been able to notice an almost permanent tension
between, on the one hand, ceaseless references to the continuing violation of the Roma’s
fundamental rights and, on the other, a simultaneous de politicization of human and
minority rights in the context of how European states and their institutions formally
perform at the level of their governmental procedures. The way in which compliance
with the Copenhagen Criteria for membership of the EU was interpreted shortly before
the actual entry of Central and Eastern European countries in 2004 and 2007 illustrates
this tension. According to the European Commission’s final monitoring reports on the
preparations for EU membership, all countries that applied for membership generally
met the deadlines and criteria in time. However, the key Roma related element for the
European Commission’s decision on these states’ entry to the EU was not whether they
had ended the violation of the rights of their Romani minorities, but whether they had
reformed their institutions according to the EU’s norms of ‘good governance.’ In agree
ment with my observation, Will Guy—who has assessed various EU’s accession proce
dures—has concluded:

[T]he Copenhagen Criteria for EU membership, including ‘guaranteed … respect for
minorities,’ were undoubtedly taken seriously by candidate governments, particularly
when critical comments were made by the EU. Nevertheless, the end results of [the
EC’s] sustained monitoring was mainly formal compliance with required legislative
changes and projects, which at most achieved localized improvements [of the
situation of the Roma] while leaving the bulk of the problems untouched. (Guy 2009:
38, see also Guy and Kovats 2006; and the EU’s own critical evaluation of its Roma
approach during the accession procedure, EC 2004a)

Substantiating my observation that the discrepancy between actual violations of the
Roma’s rights and formal compliance with EU criteria is related, at least partially, to
how, since the 1990s, the EU has governmentalized human rights requires more
research. Nevertheless, yet another case of the violation of the Roma’s rights seems to
support my hypothesis.34 In the summer of 2010, a dispute arose between the EU and the
French government on the expulsion of Romanian and Bulgarian Romani migrants from
France. However, the EU canceled her initially announced infringement procedure
against France (EC 2010a) as soon as the French government promised to comply with
the formal EU regulations. Thus, while there was much evidence that the violation of the
rights of the involved Roma did not stop (ERRC 2010b), for the EC, the French promise

34 However, I do not want to suggest that we can fully understand this case from the tension between rights
and modes of governance. For a more extensive discussion of the French case and its relationship to pro
cesses of Roma problematization and securitization, see van Baar (2010a; 2011b).
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to comply with the EU’s formal governmental procedures was enough to cancel an
inquiry into the legality of the French measures against the Romani migrants.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have shown that, after the collapse of communism in Central and
Eastern Europe, particularly the involvement of IGOs and NGOs with the situation of
the Roma in Europe has rapidly increased and gone together with the development of
new forms and sites of knowledge formation. Often, the involvement of these IGOs and
NGOs has been represented as a decisive break with how the Roma were dealt with in
the past. Rather than disciplining, controlling, policing, or simply excluding the Roma,
from now on, the focus would have been on developing, emancipating, empowering,
and, in the end, including them on their own terms. I have explained how these new
approaches have also got a new European dimension, for, since the fall of communism,
the Roma have increasingly be considered as a European minority and the improvement
of their situation as an issue that needs to be addressed at the European level. I have put
forward that we cannot simply consider the new development, security, and rights
approaches to the Roma as part of humanist and progressive agendas of emancipation. I
have argued, rather, that we need to understand the current problematization of the
Roma in terms of a European minority in light of simultaneously emerged neo liberal
forms of governmentality in Europe.

This chapter has explained what a governmentality approach to neo liberalism
implies, how it differs from understandings of neo liberalism as policy or ideology, and
how it could address the spatial specificity and unevenness of neo liberal articulations. I
have also delineated how we can understand some of the development programs, which
IGOs and NGOs have recently devised to deal with the Roma, in light of neo liberal
forms of governmentality. I have indicated how the current reshaping of discourses and
tools of governance has gone together with a renewed focus on development, security,
and human rights. To some extent, the reoriented focus of the governance agendas of
IGOs can also explain how they began to pay attention to Europe’s Romani minorities in
the ways they did. However, these observations alone are far from sufficient to analyze
the impact of neo liberal forms of governmentality on the situation of the Roma in
Europe. To investigate the effects of neo liberal governmental technologies on the
situation of the Roma, I have argued, we need to look at the how these technologies have
actually been articulated with ‘local’ cultures, politics, and traditions of governance. This
analysis is the central theme of the next chapters.




